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Humanities Brings Writers
To Its Annual Conference
The Boston College Humanities Series will sponsor its annual Writers' Conference tomorrow.
editor for Time magazine. He
joined the staff of Newsweek in
1956 as the General Editor for
National Affairs and was named
Chief of Correspondents in 1963.
At 11:00, the Conference will reconvene to consider the novel.
Isaac Asimov, author of Fantastic
Voyage; Jesse Hill Ford, author
of The Liberation of Lord Byron
Jones; and Paul Reynolds, author of The Writing and Selling of
Fiction, will take part.
Born in Russia, Asimov came to
this country in 1923 and obtained
citizenship in 1928. He began
writing science fiction in 1938 and
has since met with considerable
success. In addition he has written a number of works on scientific subjects.
Jesse Ford began his career
as a free-lance writer in 1957.
He has published two novels,
PSlept
Mountains of Gilead and The
of
Lord
Jones.
Byron
THE MEN OF SAGA, left to right: John Nelson, Fred Smith, Bill Van Liberation
Fr. FX Shea, prefect of Shaw House and Official Honorary Leader of the
Duzer, John Downs, John Visco and Marvin Moquin. Ted Ketsules, DirecAt 1:30, Peter Davison, Scan Pshavian Pack, had no comment on the sign alteration, but Denny Bromka
tor of the Food Service, was not available at the time the picture was O'Faolain, and J. F. Powers and the Mad Hatter thought the change was "just groovy."
taken. He was having lunch.

All events wil be held in of Newsweek; John Day, DirecBapst Auditorium except a recep- tor of News for WHDH; and
tion that will follow the program Martin Nolan of the Washington
at 4:30 in Lyons Hall. Admission Bureau of the Boston Globe
to all events is free with an I.D. will participate.
The program will begin with a Cannon covered the Korean
panel on journalism at 9:30 James War for the Baltimore Sun. In
Cannon, Chief of Correspondents 1954 he became a contributing

PFShXeaHere

Food Conditions Improve

As

BC Stomachs Saga

will discuss the short story. Mr.
Davison is Director of the Atlantic Monthly Press. Scan O'Faolain is the author of Vive Moi and
J. F. Powers of Morte d'Urban.
The keynote address will be
delivered by Harry Mark Petraskis, at 3:00. He has chosen as his
topic, "What it means to be a
full-time writer in America."
Petraskis is the author of Pericles
on 31st Street.

Women: Marriages Permitted;
Apartments Okay For Seniors

"It's entirely up to the students. Walsh, the resident students were
What they want, "we will do. It's assured that they would be the
By MIKE BARTON
their- Food Service." With these ones who would make the deStaff Reporter
words, Mr. Ted Ketsulis, the new cision. A referendum to settle this
Director of Food Services, question might toe held before the
In a move which came as a surprise to many, Rev.
summed up the Saga solution to students leave for vacation.
George L. Drury, S.J., Director of Student Personnel
the food situation.
Services, has announced two significant changes in regFounded in 1948 at Hobart Colulations for women resident students.
lege, Saga Food Service now opThe first of the changes will iors who wish to live off-campus
erates facilities in 210 universities
allow senior girls in the Schools is that they obtain parental peracross the nation.
of Nursing and Education to live mission. There will be no other'
Mr. Ketsulis stated that he was
in off-campus apartments. The restrictions, nor will there be any
thrilled with the response that
long-awaited decision was made active supervision of this housing
An A&S senior has called publicly for a conference by
the students have had to Saga,
Fr. Drury after consultation by the college.
particularly in such things as this spring to study conditions in the present housing for
Fr. Drury also announced that
the Student Personnel Adwith
bussing their own trays. He said resident women, and to make positive recommendations visory
in the future women students will
Board.
improvement
long
on both a short and a
term basis.
that he was somewhat apprehen- for
Fr. Drury stated that the pro- be allowed to marry, the only
sive of asking them to do it, but John Gorman, former secretary joined the organization two years
gram
would be limited to seniors stipulation being that they "inof
Men
that
ago,
suggested
Resident
and Gorman
he realizes now that the students of the Council
way form the university of their
are eager to cooperate. He com- and current president of the the women's dorm councils con- since this would be "the best
change in status." He also stated
protect
to
our
in
resiaims
the
joining
well,
as
particularly
mented that "No longer do stu- North Atlantic Association of sider
want to de- that any undergraduate woman
dents have to walk halfway College and University Residence in order to avail themselves of dent program. We
velop
a
of resident resident who wished to marry
program
strong
across the dining hall in order to Halls, called for the conference the extensive files which the
in a speech delivered last Wednes- organization has compiled on facilities for both men and wom- would be allowed to move offfind a clean place to eat."
and we want to encourage campus.
Students agree that the great- day in Murray Conference Room. causes and solutions of housing en,
In further comment on the situstudents to become a
our
women
that
the
suggested
problems.
He
Council
est improvement that has been ination
of the women residents, Fr.
program."
stituted is the fact that the stu- of Resident Men and the dorm He also urged the two resident part of this
Drury said that he would be
for
senonly
requirement
The
Cursing
(Continued on Page Four)
and Edudents are now being treated like councils from
?meeting soon with Fr. Hanrahan
customers. The students are, at cation jointly sponsor the conferand Mrs. Mahoney to discuss imtimes, perplexed with the plethora ence.
provements to be made in the
There is a tentative meeting of
of selections. The only saving facSouth Street dorms over the sumtor seems to be the right of the the officers of the three councils
mer. However, in reference to
students to go back for seconds. scheduled for May 2. At that
possible improvements in this
When questioned about the op- meeting, they will try to plan such NEWS
Kemp Hannon selected as editor for next year's A&S elective area, Fr. Drury also stated: "I
tional meal system, Mr. Ketsulis a conference for the following
stated that he did not know all Saturday, May 7.
course critique
pg. 3. want to hear about them now. I
of the particulars involved at the At the May 2 meeting, the dorm
School of Education announces two students to vote with the want these things to be done as
Education Policy Committee
the complaints arise."
pg. 4.
present time, but that the de- officers will attempt to draw up
Fr. .Drury mentioned that he
cision would ultimately rest with both an agenda and a system for FEATURES
the students. He said "The stu- inviting delegates to the conferAt the request of a friend, Feature writer Richard Sawaya had spoken with many people on
dents are the customers, and ence.
casts a cold eye at the men's dorm regulations
pg. 7. the matter of transportation beAnother scandal uncovered by Joe Stone. This time it's the
tween South Street and the colwhatever they want we will do." Gorman said he decided to
In connection with this pro- make the speech after attending
one presented by the Dramatic Society
pg. 5. lege. Calling this "a student afgram, Fr. Drury, Fr. Hanrahan, the NACURH national conference
fair," he encouraged the various
SPORTS
Sail, you Eagles! The BC Sailing Club qualifies for the New parties involved to get together,
and the Council of Resident Men last March to which thirty uniare currently involved in deter- versities from across the nation
decide on their aims, and then
England Dinghy Championships competition
pg. 8.
mining just how this will be de- sent delegates.
"Net Revival." Sports editor Dan Connolly evaluates the present them to representatives
The Council of Resident Men
prospects for the resurrected Tennis Team
pg. 11. of student government.
cided. At their meeting with Fr.

Conference Sought For
Probe Of Girls' Dorms
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CAMPUS CLIPPINGS
Classics Lecture
Professor Sterling Dow, Hudson
Professor of Archaeology at Harvard University will give a lecture sponsored by the Classics
Department on Thursday, -May 5,
at 8:00 p.m. in the Faculty
Lounge of McElroy Commons.
The title of his lecture will be
"The Obliteration of Minoan-Mycenean Civilization."

BVM Tribute
On Wednesday, May 4, at 11
a.m., The Annual Hour of Tribute
to Our Blessed Mother will be
held on the library lawn. Reverend Father Rector will give the

day, May 4th at 7:30 in the Brett
Conference Room of McElroy
Hall.
In the past week, Fr. Stanley
Bezuszka,
J.,
J.
S.
has received
two grants totaling $23,500 from
ROTC Review
the National Science Foundation.
The Boston College ROTC BriOne grant is for a Visiting Sciengrade
will close out the year with
tist's Project which will provide
lecturers for students and teach- its annual Spring Review May 5.
ers in the secondary schools. The Slated for 4 p.m. at McHugh
other grant is for an In Service Forum, the review will feature
Institute for 60 secondary school presentation of awards to outteachers during the academic standing cadets and a precision
drill exhibition by the Lewis
year 1966-67.
Team.
The In Service Institute provides instruction in contemporary The entire cadet brigade will
mathematicsfor teachers who are pass in review before university
currently in the field. The course officials and guests and invited
of study is sequential and the tea- military dignitaries.
chers have an opportunity to earn The ceremonies will be open to
a non - research Master of Arts the public.
degree in mathematics.

Fr. Bezuska's Grant

-

-

address. Classes will be cancelled
at that hour.

Pastore To

WVBC Honored
At the recent Twenty-Seventh
Annual Convention of the Intercollegiate Broadcasting System,
the national organization of college radio stations, WVBC was
presented with the national award
for the best public affairs documentary.

The IBS Convention, held at
Rutgers University in New Brunswick, New Jersey, honored WVBC
for the documentary "Room 412"
which was a history of the Boston College Citizen Seminars.
"Room 412" was originally

Speak

On Sunday evening, May 1, the
Alumni Association of the Boston
College Law School will hold the
36th Annual Law Day Dinner at
the Statler Hilton Hotel. Senator
John O. Pastore will be the featured speaker.

WORLD'S

4j>s^\

*1

EXCITING

?'

MUSICAL

Chansons
The French Academy will present Professor Vera Lee who will
speak on the topic Chansons Francaises?(cabaret to rock and roll)
in the Murray Conference Room,
on Monday, May 2, 1966, at 4:30
p.m. All are welcome.

aired on WBZ Radio in Boston,
on Nov. 21, 1965, as part of the
Workshop
WBZ series "College Radio WorkThe Catholic Peace Fellowship
shop." The 15-minute documentary was produced by Ed Forry will sponsor a workshop on
(A&S '67) and narrated by Mike Pacem In Terris and The Church
in the Modern World on WednesMcCarty (A&S '67).

CPF

CHARLES
j>

AND HIS RAELETS

Four Seasons Arena

RTE. I, WALPOLE, MASS.
Thursday, May 8 8 P.M.
Tickets $5-$4-$3.50-$2.50
on sale at Four Seasons and
all Boston Ticket Agencies.
Mail orders to
FOUR SEASONS ARENA.
?

Enclosed stamped selfaddressed envelope.

FREE PARKING

Pam Haley, Ed. '66

WILDERNESS
CANOE TRIPS

By Registered Maine Guides,

Writ* for folder:
ALLAGASH REGION TRIPS
GORHAM. MAINE

Pinkerton's Inc.
HAS OPENINGS FOR FULL
AND PART TIME GUARDS
Must be over 21 and
have a clear record.

Tel. 542-4258
or call at

470 Atlantic Aye.

Photo

by Ted Lawson

Scuba Diving Classes
i

7 days a week.
All equipment supplied.

AY 2-5818
APT. for SUMMER
furnished.
4/2 rooms,
for or
Suitable
3 4 students.
Near Commonwealth Aye.
and Chestnut Hill Avenue.
Cool during summer.
On top floor of building.

Call Dan O'Hara

734-8182

'66

'66

SENIOR GIFT
EXCELLENCE THROUGH UNITY
KICKOFF: MONDAY, MAY 2

BAPST AUDITORIUM
12 NOON

'6©

'66
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Hannon Chosen As Editor
For A&S Course Critique
By

VERN HUMBERT
Staff Reporter

The A&S Student Senate has announced the selection of J. Kemp Hannon
as editor of the A&S Course Critique.
Mr. Hannon, A&S '67, an eco- held tor some time before the ly, each will give his opinions of
nomics and philosophy major, was evaluation is written. The same the course as a course.

chosen by a subcommittee of the
Senate to run the project that will
evaluate all elective courses and
other core courses for which the
student can pick the professor.
The Critique will be ready in time
for pre-registration next year.
On May 2 Mr. Hannon and a
group of students chosen to work
with him will distribute questionnaires to five students in each
elective course offered second semester this year.
The questionnaires will be returned in two weeks and will be

procedure will be followed for
all first semester electives next
year.

The students themselves will be
asked to supply their age, major,
cumulative average, and the
grade they expect to receive on
the course. They will not be required to sign their names to the
sheets.
Mr. Hannon commented on
what his approach will be In Byron Reed, a teacher at Xaverian Brothers high school in Westwood,
works on his watercolor painting of Gasson Hall. He has been commishandling the Critique. "We resioned to do a mural of the hall for a BC grad.
alize that both faculty and students are curious as to the tone

The questionnaires will seek information on each course's text,
amount of outside reading, the
number of exams and papers, and
the importance of class attendance. The students will record
their opinions of the relevance of
class readings and the time required per week for the course.
They will comment on their professors' lecturing ability, lecture and style of the book.
style, and course material. Final"We want to emphasize that
we intend to keep the Critique
objective without being disrespectful, keeping in mind the inAt noon on Monday, May 2, co-chairmen Leon Bien,
terests and responsibilities of A&S '66, and Kevin Daley, A&S '66, will open the drive

Move Over, Allison

Senior Class Gift Drive
Will Kickoff On Monday

Jim Steck Resigns Post
As Campus Council Rep
Jim Steck, A&S Representative
to the Campus Council, has resigned from that body effective
April 4th. In the heat of the battle
to secure offices and in particular
the chairmanship of the Council,
Steck's resignation came as a
surprise.

both groups."
for the Senior Class Gift in
The questionnaires will be disKickoff speeches will be given
James Stanton, the honorary
May
by
tributed
on
2
and
will
be
working with this year's Council
May 13 at four cam- chairman of the Alumni Phase of
collected
on
and its moderator," Steck said pus
locations: Campus Mail Box the Development Program, and by
that he had well thought-out and A-151,
the Guidance Office, the Fr. Walsh.
"entirely personal" reasons for
checkout desk upstairs in Bapst, Announced goal of this year's
resigning.
and the magazine stand in the drive is 100% participation of the
Among these were that he did Eagles'
Nest.
students in the four undergradur
not "have a temperament suited
to the routine and bargaining of
campus politics" and that he

He stated: "I resigned at that
particular time in order to com- could "not both achieve an eduplete as much as possible of one cation and fulfill student governyear and yet not to be involved ment duties efficiently."

in the election for Council offiWhen asked if he felt student
cers."
government could be run more
While stating that he "enjoyed for the students if there were
less politics involved, Steck assented.
He went on to say, "At present
the Senates spend most of their
time arguing fool constitutional

questions while individual members jockey for political advantage, often at the sacrifice of

JIM STECK

"Entirely personal"

concrete service programs. The
Campus Council, incidentally, is
free of most of this haggling."
In a final comment, Mr. Steck
said that he would like to see
the Campus Council relieved of
some of its more routine and burdensome duties.
He also said he would like to
see the Council take "a more
active role in leading student
opinion on university issues."
The A&S Student Senate has appointed John Agresto, Secretary
of the Junior Class, to fill Steck's
post for the remainder of his
term.

Students To Aid
So. Rhodesians

Supplement To Student Charter
Stresses Student-Faculty Unity

ate schools as well as the Graduate Schools of Nursing and the
Evening College.
The program, as outlined by
Bien and Daly, will be stricktly a
pledge program with~pledge periods covering either three or five
years after a graduate attains
full-time employment. The co-

chairmen also announced that
there will foe no minimum gift.
When making their pledges,

seniors will be allowed to earmark their contributions for a

particular organization. However, if no organization is speciJames Lennertz, the chairman of the committee fied, funds will go directly to
dealing with the student charter, in the A&S Student the development office.
Senate, submitted a new addition to the proposed A&S Figures for the past six years
charter at the last meeting of the senate.
show the following average gifts
per
student in the various colleges:
The new supplement to the within the college community. It.
charter recommends a renewed says that "... the college stu- CBA, $300; A&S, $250; the Evening College, $225; Education,
spirit of student-faculty coopera- dent is accorded a unique posi$200; Nursing, $185; and Graduate
sets
the
"rights
longcontext,
tion and
down certain
tion in
social
no
Nursing,
$170.
and responsibilities" which all er a child, not yet a man. We
year's gift of $203,000 with
Last
trust
the
of
maturity
students of the College of Arts and
in
our fellows that given the responsibility 70% participation, is second only
Sciences should foster.
to that of the Class of '64 whose
It seems that the motivation of of adult living they will live as
gift totalled $233,000 with only
individuals;".
adult
and
mature
the new document is to tone down
68% of the graduates participatsomewhat the legalistic aspects of This desire for responsibility ing.
seems
to
be
the issue of central
the previously proposed charter.
This list of rights and responsibil- importance.
ities, along with the older proposAfter this rather massive list of
als will be returned to the floor responsibilities which are intendof the senate next Tuesday for ed to coincide with both the demdiscussion and, hopefully, a final ocratic and the Judaeo-Christian
traditions, the bill states that "the The editors of The Heights reapproval or disapproval.
cently selected an "Editorial AdThe recent edition starts off individual student has the basic visory Board."
The new board
to
speak,
think,
human
freedoms
with a statement of certain princharged
will
be
with the duties
ciples which the committee be- and act as he wishes, provided
of researching and writing edithought,
speech
his
or
actions
do
lieves are vital to proper conduct
not compromise the similar liber- torials.
The editors hope that they will
ties of other individuals."
to the thought content and
add
The measure provides that all
scope

Heights Chooses
Advisory Board

of future editorials.
The members of the new board
are: Anthony LaVopa (Junior);
Mark Kundig, Robert Warner and
Thomas Schmidt (Sophomores);
and Joseph Check and John McCafferty (Freshmen). These board
members were selected on the
and that reasonable freedom is basis of interviews of twenty-five
most conducive to academic applicants nominated by the edigrowth. It also allows for the tors.
freedom of students to organize The new board members were
and publish as they please as long selected on the basis of intellias they hold themselves responsi- gence, concern for the future of
ble for their actions.
Boston College and Catholic highFinally, the new section of the er education in general, and an
charter provides for religious lib- understanding university matters
erty and states that the student and current events.
should always keep in mind his The function of the new board
responsibilities to the community. will be to write and research
The senate unanimously approv- editorials under the authority and
ed Mr. Lennertz's motion to con- in conjunction with the editors.
sider the measure when the new They will also be engaged in
group of senators takes office investigation of campus problems
next week. He said that the final and issues on a long-term basis.
edition of the charter should com- They will serve one-semester
bine elements of both proposed terms subject, to reappointment by
the editors.
editions.
students are entitled, when apprehended in violation of the
charter, to all the rights of due
process of law.
Also' according to the charter,
the student should be judged primarily on his academic merits

The Boston College International Club is sponsoring a clothing
drive for the families of political
prisoners in Southern Rhodesia.
At least 5,000 black Africans
have been jailed as a result of
being involved in various freedom
movements (4 million African natives are still dominated by a
white minority numbering about
222,000). Most of these prisoners
are fathers, mothers, and older
sons who are responsible for the
economic welfare of their families.
As a result these families are
going without basic necessities.
Clothing and books (of a noncontroversial nature)' may be
left in McElroy Commons 122
daring the day from 9-4.
If anyone desires to contribute
money for transportation of the
goods, it can be given to a repre-

Bapst Auditorium.

"And The Band Played On"

sentative of the International Club Mr. Peter Siragusa leading the Boston College Concert Band in its
in their office.
nual Spring Concert held last Sunday in Roberts Center.

an-
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Fr. Walsh Announces
Six Faculty Promotions
The Very Rev. Michael P. Walsh has announced the names of six faculty

members who have recently been promoted to the rank of full professor.
They are Dr. William E. Carlo
of the Philosophy Department;
Dr. Joseph R. Cautela, of the
Psychology Department; Rev.
Joseph D. Gauthier, S.J., Modern
Languages; Dr. Chai H. Yoon, of
the Biology Department; Dr.
Charles H. Savage, of the Industrial Management Department;
and Dr. Albert J. Simone, of the
Production Department.
Dr. Carlo holds degrees from
St. Joseph's College, the Pontifical Institute of Medieval Studies
in Toronto, Canada, and the University of Toronto. He has also
studied at the Albert Einstein

College of Medicine and Oxford
University.
Before joining the faculty of
Boston College in 1963, he taught
at the College of New Rochelle,
St. John's University, the Albert
Einstein College of Medicine, Ox-

ford and Simmons College.
At St. John's University, he was
Acting Chairman of the Graduate
School's Department of Philosophy
and Director of the Institute for
the Philosophy of Science.
He has written widely on matephysics, methodology of the physical sciences and probability.
Dr. Cautela, who joined the

WVBC Editorial Blasts
Bapst's Theology Snafu
WVBC struck out at the hectic registration for
Theology electives this week. An editorial on Tuesday,
April 26 cited the registration for Theology courses for
next year's seniors as reason for "a drastic change in
policy regarding the registration procedures."
In the editorial it was pointed ly fashion, thereby eliminating the
out that students, concerned about melee at the door.
acquiring specific theology coursIf keeping Bapst open is not feaes for their senior year, started sible, then an alternative place
gathering outside Bapst Library might
be Campion auditorium.
at 5 am.
advantages of this alternaThe
By 7:15 am the crowd had
tive are its adequate size and the
grown/to over 50 students. At this
fact that it can be closed off from
time the doors were opened, the rest of the building.
which immediately led to a "mad
charge" to form the registration
line. The registration process
didn't begin until 8:45 am, and by
that time there were more than
200 students in Bapst auditorium.
The editorial stressed the potentially dangerous situation which
this procedure creates. As it was, Speakers in Argumentation and
there'was much shoving and run- Group Dynamics, having appearning by the students when the ed before fifteen community ordoor was opened. This situation ganizations in the Greater Boston
"might well have developed into area, will conclude their schedule
a major disaster if the doors had
on Monday, May 9, when they
remained closed until the crowd
argue
American withdrawal from
Jiad increased five-fold, at 8:45
as had been originally planned." South Vietnam before the Rotary
The editorial noted that the ob- and Chamber of Commerce organjection might be raised that the izations in Lexington.
students should file into the audiB.C. speakers will include Gail
torium in the order in which they Janson, Ed. '67 and Henry Schliff
arrived, but countered that when A&S 866 on the affirmative and
a student who has waited since Cherl O'Brien, Ed. '67 and Joseph
5 am sees someone sneak in line Mahoney, A&S '66 on the nega"his adrenalin begins to flow."
tive.
In proposing a solution to the These teams argued the same
"dangerous situation," the WVBC question before the Greater Boseditorial stated that "it is quite ton Baptist Student Union at Treunrealistic to allow this condition mont Temple on Sunday, April 24.
to continue." It suggested that Other recent engagements inBapst might be kept open all cluded a debate on American recnight so that the line could form ognition of Communist China beinside the auditorium in an rwripr- -o-~ the Rotary Club of Winches-

Boston College faculty in 1951,
holds degrees from Boston College and Boston University.
He has written on counselling,
the intelligence and the I.Q. and
the use of learning theory as a
"last resort" in treatment of
anxiety neurosis.
He joined the faculty of Boston
College in 1948 and has been Director of the Junior Year Abroad Sergeant Budged, at his desk in Roberts Center, reflects on his upcoming
Program and the College of Arts transfer to Viet-Nam.
and Sciences Honors Program.
Dr. Yoon was born in Korea
and has degrees from Alma College and Ohio State University.
Before his appointment to Boston College in 1959, he taught at
Ohio State, Lycoming College and
Sergeant First Class Kenneth W. Budgell, who has

ROTC

Supply Sergeant
Ordered Into Viet-Nam

Curry College.

He has done research on genetics and neurological mutations in
mice.
His earlier research ait Boston
College was supported by the Muscular Distrophy Foundation.
A native of Boston, Dr. Savage
holds degrees from Boston College, Oregon State University and
Harvard.
He taught at the University of
Portland in Oregon for five years
before joining the BC faculty in
1961.
Dr. Simone, a native of Winchester, holds degrees from Tufts
and MIT. He joined the BC faculty
in 1963.

Speech Students Debate
For Community Groups

Two Ed. Students To Sit
With Policy Committee
Two students will be voting on Committee would be a way of
policy decisions in the School of accomplishing this goal.
Education next year. The studSenators Kathy King ('69) and
ents, according to Rev. Charles Dick Curran C67) brought the
F. Donovan, S. J., Dean of Edu- suggestion to the attention of Fr.

cation, will serve on the Educational Policy Committee of the
School of Education.
Fr. Donovan's announcement
resulted from actions taken by
the Student Senate of the School
of Education. It was suggested
at a Senate meeting that students
play a more active role in academic decision making.
A special committee was appointed and decided that student
representation on the Policy

Donovan who forwarded it with
his approval, to the faculty members of the Policy Committee.
The faculty members endorsed
the idea also, and specified that
there should be two student representatives and that they should
have voting rights.
Still undecided is the manner of
selecting the students to serve
on the Committee. Fr. Donovan
has asked the Education Senate
to make recommendations.

ter on Thursday, April 21. Calling
for recognition were Al Tebbets,
A&S '66 and George Moses, A&S
'67, while the negative was uphe'rt
by Dennis Maceneney, A&S '67
and Patricia Hannah, Ed. '67.
Just prior to Easter, the spea'
ers addressed the Waltham Ju
ior Chamber of Commerce at
dinner on the evening of Tuesdf
April 5. On this occasion the que
tion was Vietnam with Mary Ha
rington, Ed. '67 joining Schli'
Mahoney and Cherl O'Brien in t!
program.
Arguing American Recognita
of Communist China for the Wt
lesley Junior Chamber of Con.
merce on Wednesday evening, Ap
ril 6 were Peter Gately, A&S '6',
and Maralyn Morency, Ed. '67 or
the affirmative. The negative wa;

upheld by Christopher Deering
CBA '66 and Maureen McLaugh
'in. Ed. '67.

Gorman
(Continued from Page One)

women's councils to form a join
committee to study & plan recom
mendations for the new girl 1!
dorms which Fr. Walsh saic
would be begun in the spring o
1967.
The committee, he empasized,
should submit its suggestions be
fore the architects have begui
the plans and would continue tc
work along as construction anc
necessary revisions progressed
Finally Gorman urged the three
dormitory councils to study th(
possibilities of uniting to forrr
some sort of campus-wide resi
dence-hall council in order to in
crease both the depth and effec
tiveness of their representation.

served the past 36 months as ROTC supply sergeant,
will leave BC July 15 to begin a 12-month tour of duty
in South Viet Nam.
A 21-year Army veteran, Sgt.
Budgell will go the way of many
others once attached to the BC
brigade who 'have since distinguished themselves through service in the Viet Nam war.
One of the most recent to depart was Military Science Instructor, Maj. Donald M. Wood,
now commanding special forces
units in the central highlands of
South Viet Nam.
For Sgt. Budgell me area will
not be entirely unfamiliar. Li
July of 1954 he ended an 18-month
siint with the Military Advisory
Group in Formosa.
He later served almost five
years in Ankara, Turkey where
he received the Army's Certifl-

cate of Distinction for his work
in logistics with the Military Mission for Aid to Turkey.
Born in Newton and raised in
Brighton, Sgt. Budgell has long
been familiar with Boston College
and expressed a warm feeling for
the school, saying "I've thoroughly enjoyed my assignment here
and considered myself fortunate
to be able to serve the young men
of Boston College."
The young men he has served
reciprocated last week by honoring Sgt. Budgell with a banquet
and gift presentation at Anthony's
Pier Four.
Sgt. Budgell makes his home in
Dedham with his wife Barbara
and two children.

BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY

4th ANNUAL FOLK FESTIVAL
FRI.,

MAY 6, 8:30 PM.
Tickets $2.50

NEW LOST CITY
RAMBLERS
JEAN REDPATH
ERIC ANDERSEN

SON HOUSE

SAT., MAY 7, 9:30 P.M.

Ticket* $2.50

CHAMBERS BROTHERS
REV. GARY DAVIS
SKIP JAMES
MITCH GREENHILL
MEL LYMAN

SAT. AFTERNOON EVENTS. MAY 7
$1 TOTAL
Children's Concert, Blues Workshop, and Other Events
(entire
weekend)
Combination Ticket: $5 for All Events
?

Mail orders: Brondeis Folk Festival, Branded University, Walthom, Mast.
or Folklore Productions, 176 Federal St., Boston, Mom. HU 2-1837

I

WANTED:
25 CAMPUS LEADERS
FOR NEW TECHNICAL
MARKETING PROGRAM

II

I
I

Requirements: All disciplines considered (including
math, business, economics, Industrial Management or
English), top third of class. Demonstrated leadership
qualities, business oriented, strong desire for marketing
management after completion of our one-year Merchandise Marketing Program, district sales assignments and
7-10 years management orientation.
Potential Salary: $18,000 and up.
Interested? Act Now. Send resume to Mr. M. W. Hopfe,
Merchandise Marketing Program, General Electric Co.,
Building 2, Room 704, Schenectady, New York. Only
25 men will be selected. Candidateswho successfully
pass initial screening will be invited for interviews
immediately.
«.»

ELECTRIC
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

I
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Dramatics Society Review

School For Scandal

by Joseph Stone

Academe's grove, as the stabilizer and transmitter of high culture, has a duty, no doubt, to
brake some of the headier flings
of the avant-garde and to inject,
as corollary, some life and force
into the artistic expressions of
the past.
Thus perhaps one should not
overly carp at the Dramatic Society's choice of Sheridan's tinselly School for Scandal as its
major spring production. Unfortunately, however, its selections
seem to be governed more by a
desire to placate the lowest common denominator of conventional
propriety than by an urge to seek
out and present the most deathless representatives of the European drama tradition.
Because of the overwhelming
"safeness" of its productions one
suspects that the Dramatics Society is cowering before some
mythical makers of public opin-

mount a production that is a little
more daring than School for Scandal or A Man for All Seasons.
All aspects considered, School

successfully, required more snap,
crackle and pop in the delivery of
Sheridan's elegant salon trivial-

of the Dramatic Society's less successful
flings. One large parcel of blame
can be portioned out to Richard
Brinsley Sheridan himself, who,
by some quirk of fate or fancy,
has managed to survive these two
centuries with his reputation virtually intact. Following hard upon
the play itself was the failure of
direction and acting, particularly
in the first act, a defect which
made for unleavened soddenness
in the staging of the central intrigue of the drama, which, at
least to carry off this bagatelle

The affected delivery and poor
timing converted what should have
been light-as-air neoclassic satire
into heavy pompous moralizing.
This play, more obviously than
most, needed close cohesion in its
large drawingi-room scenes, where
bad acting managed quite effectively to dim the luster of the
good.
Arch (Joseph Surface) Russell's
gifted mugging and Carol Anne
(Mrs. Candor) Fronc's well-played
farcical gossip could not, though
individually
excellent, redeem
(Continued on Page Eight)

for Scandal was one

Toward A Planned Future
by Harold Fitzpatrick
In today's world nothing can remain the same and still expect to
accomodate the future. Over the
centuries since the birth of Christ,
the world has witnessed radical,
extraordinary, and generally violent govermenrtal insurrections.
The Roman Empire peaked and
fell; feudalism developed and declined; pure capitalism triumphed
only to surrender to a form of consumerism. Through all these
periods the Church has survived.
This institution prevailed only
by remaining readily adapted to
change. The Church Christ
founded had to be liberal, other-

I feel pretty
ion
the mothers of School of
Education girls), an unnecessary
precaution since the cultural
cross-section of the faithful body
of retainers who attend productions, good, bad and indifferent,
has barely changed over the
years. The D.S. is not, in other
words, going to lose its huge and
devoted claque by attempting to
(like

ities.

looking men relocated the school,
overhauled its curiculum, faculty,
and student body and expanded
the provincial college into a cos-

mopolitan university.
Unfortunately this change has
been all too stow. Small men
fear the challenge of change,
think It disasterous, fail to comprehend the importance of a
university's influence in national
thought Because of this BC is
presently a university without
facilities to educate the total
man. We are at a standstill and area that has been sorely nemust get going again.
glected. The band box proporIf the University is to offer tions of Roberts serve to point
more in the future, however, it up the foresight of the planners
must make plans now. It can no of BC. We should be ashamed
longer use the method of trial to admit that a university of our
and error to educate its students. site lacks a swimming pool,
Everyone is good at pointing adequate tennis courts, athletic
out mistakes, yet very few plans fields, and the like.
have been revealed for the future. A true intramural program is

df

wise it would have declined
along with glorious and eternal
Rome.
Ecumenical councils weren't
called to admire the Pope's new
tiara; they defined doctrines, separated truth from heresy, set the
attitude and direction along which We are told that a student union
the Church was to progress.
will be built, but are given no
Boston College was founded in information about the plans. We
1863 to educated and stimulate the should be told now, not after conmen of the future. If it had taught struction is started. One has only
the same courses, used the same to look at McElroy to see the retextbooks, occupied the same sults of the last planned student
building, it would be one of Bos- union.
ton's religious museums. Foreward
Athletic facilities is another

nonexistant. Instead we have dust
bowl calisthenics. Students are
forced to form clubs because the
school refuses to support the
sport in which they have an active interest.
Leading colleges across the nation have to some degree dropped
core curriculum. Boston College,

however, refuses to pass a blanket
regulation on taking courses for
credit during the summer at

schools with similar academic
standards.
Various schools have permitted students to taxe extra
courses outside their major on
a pass-fail basis, thus encouragaing science students to take
a liberal arts subject without
fear of ruining their averages.
Certainly the administration
should act now and take the
leadership among the country's

Catholic universities and not wait
until this becomes standard college policy.
(Continued on Page Nine)

Heights Interview:

Edward Brooke: The Challenge of Change
"I strongly believe in the twoDiscussing American foreign
party system. We have seen one- relations, the Attorney General
party government operate on the points out the necessity of underlocal and, to some extent, on the standing our enemies and friends.
national level. The Republican He calls for a re-evaluation of our
Party must restore the balance in foreign policy with special emphaAmerican politics. We must realize sis on the disturbing anti-Yankee
that dissent and opposition are demonstrations in supposedly alnecessary to a healthy society." lied nations.
In an interview with this re"We are a prosperous and genporter, Attorney-General Edward erous people and yet our charitW. Brooke discussed the con- able acts are often regarded with
tents of his book, 'The Chalsuspicion and hostility."
lenge of Change," published in
An announced candidate for the
March by Little, Brown and Republican Senatorial nominaCompany. This book is a critical tion, Mr. Brooke looks ahead to a
analysis of the Republican long and hard campaign. I posed
Party, candidly portraying its several questions to him regardimage and history.
ing the Senate race.
Mr. Brooke, in his work, preFirst, Do you expect any Resents an appeal to intellectuals to publican opposition in the priwork with the Republican Party. mary? Although he does not exHe desires to see more youths in- pect any, he "wouldn't rule out
volved in strengthening the G.O.P. that possibility altogether."
The Republican Party, he beSecond, Whom do you think will
lieves, is the reform party and be your strongest Democratic opall elements in it must work to- ponent? Pointing out that Massagether. He also makes a distinc- chusetts'is almost two-to-one Demtion between "conservatives and ocratic, he believes any candidate
pseudo-conservatives.''
nwho receives the Democratic nor-

-

ination will
ent. Mr. Brooke sees the race as
a campaign for an office, not as
be a difficult oppon-

"... an honest effort..."
a campaign against a man. "In
my past four campaigns I have
never mentioned my opponent by
name."

Third, What will be the major
campaign issues? On the international scene, he views the desire
for peace as the single most important issue. We must seek the
causes of our problems abroad
and make an honest effort to rectify our predicament. The fluid situation in Vietnam is sure to figure
in the campaign. As for domestic
issues, the most urgent ones are
"poverty, inflation, civil rights,
and urban centers."
Fourth, Are you looking to large
gains for the Republican party
across the nation? Mr. Brooke
stated that he certainly hopes for
gains and wants to see a greater
balance between the two parties.
Fifth, Do you have any plans
beyond the Senate? "I am keenly
interested in the Senate, especially with regard to foreign relations. Others have asked me if I
would accept Vice-Presidential
nomination should it be offered to
me. I certainly would not accept
it if I believed it was just to attract the votes of minority groups.
"Still others have suggested

by Philip

Godin

that Senator SaltonstaU should
step down before his term ex-

pires and I could then be appointed to that position. In both
of these cases I would have to
refuse. I want to know that the
people of the Commonwealth
have faith in my ability. I want
to win an office by popular
vote, not political maneuvertag-"

Edward W. Brooke is sincere,
intelligent, and friendly. He has
proven himself time and again to
be worthy of great trust. As Attorney-General of the Common-

wealth he has been efficient, cooperative, bipartisan, and honest.
Mr. Brooke intends to solicit
support from colleges across the
state. He is making plans to establish organizational headquarters on every campus where the
issues can be tested, the candidates can be heard, and the citizens can be enlightened.
This election may prove to be
one of the most interesting in the
history of the Bay State.
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Good Words

To the Editor:
To the Editor:
News. Editor
I take exception to your editorIt always seems particularly
DAN CONNOLLY
JANICE KOLAR
ial of April 6 entitled "Go Sell easy to criticize loudly whenever
ED AMENTO
REID OSLIN
PHIL DiBELARDINO
What Thou Hast" on the grounds anything may not be quite up to
Photography Editor
Sports Editors
Features Editors
that you have presented the re- par here at Boston College.
quest for materials for a new However, praise should not 'be
REV. ROBERT J. CHENEY, SJ.
MR. JOHN T. CARMODY, S.J.
Moderator
Moderator
chalice at St. Ignatius' Church in forgotten when improvement is
made, and as a result, a word of
THE HEIGHTS Is the student newspaper of Boston College published by and for the students of the Univer- an extremely stilted manner.
sity on Friday during the academic year. Address all correspondence to THE HEIGHTS, McElroy Commons,
Boston,
Room 102, Boston College, Chestnut Hill, Massachusetts 02167. Entered as second class matter at the
For this reason, I would like to thanks is extended to all those
Massachusetts, Post Office.
prevent a defense of the request who had a part in the change in
Business

Manager

A Spiritual Community II
A recent edition of the Heights carThe members of the Jesuit communried an article in which the Heights' ity have not only a right, but an obliForum commented on the sense of gation to institute liturgical changes
community, or lack of it, that presenton campus to make public worship vily exists at B.C. The Forum met with able and meaningful for the students.
disapproval among certain on-campus The Constitution states, "Pastors of
factions, who considered it inaccurate. souls must therefore realize that,
However, its findings have been sub- when the liturgy is celebrated, more
stantially confirmed by well-known is required than the mere observance
sociologist Father Andrew Greeley. In of the laws governing valid and licit
the latest issue of Commonweal magcelebration. It is their duty also to
ensure that the faithful take part
azine, Fr. Greeley publishes some reflections on his just-concluded tour of knowingly, actively, and fruitfully." It
Catholic colleges across the nation. is obvious that, at the moment, the
Greeley writes of the Catholic campus, students are not as able as they might
and as he says,"A Catholic campus is be to knowingly, actively, and fruitfully partake of the public worship
not only a locus for scientific and artistic instruction; it is also a place where here because of the manner and forms
a community of Christians have come under which it is conduced.
together to enter into an established
A few simple reforms would go far
toward improving the situation. It has
pattern of relations."
Thus he writes of community; and been said before, and it is still true,
in treating this subject, Greeley articthat the quality of the sermons in the
campus masses could be upgraded.
ulates the same difficulties and suggests some of the same remedies for Perhaps lay preachers could be drawn
Catholic colleges nationally that The from the student body and lay faculty
Heights' Forum has localized for the to insure that the thrust of the homily would be student-oriented. DistingBoston College community.
An excellent beginning in building uished and knowledgeable faculty
a meaningful Christian community members such as Fr. William Leonard
here lies in revitalizing public worship and C. Alexander Peloquin certainly
on campus, in making the liturgy vihave talents invaluable in the cause
brant. As Greeley says,"The most imof liturgical experimentation. Perhaps
portant element in any Christian coma branch of the administration could
munity is its worship."
be set up to study and act upon this
Liturgy is a community binding problem in conjunction with the stuforce, and this part of its role should dent body.
be fostered. The Sodality's recent peIn any event, if Boston College is
tition that B.C. be sanctioned as a li- to become a total Christian communturgical experimentation center is an ity, responsible steps must be taken
effort in this direction. The college to insure that problems pointed out
campus is a natural center for experboth by The Heights' Forum and Mr.
imentation of this sort, and it should Greeley be dealt with quickly and effectively.
function as such.

A Social Community
Today's B.C. student will only know
by hearsay most of what the future
holds, especially in terms of buildings
offering the newest look in modern
collegiate living. Musing over what
he'll miss is particularly sad for the
dormitory student, who actually lives
here for nine months of the year.
Efforts to improve the present
dormitory situation must face the fact
that constructing new and better
buildings, though desirable, is a slow
and costly process. Right now, it is
a matter, building-wise, of really putting valuable space to use, and common sense-wise, of scrapping rules
that are use-less.
We feel that granting parietal
hours to upperclassmen, and allowing
liquor in the dormitories for those of
legal age in Massachusetts, would be
an immediate improvement, without
losing money or precious time, in the
social life of the dorm students. Neither change in policy is very shocking,
or foolish. Both, in fact, besides remedying a dull and sometimes embarassing social life at 8.C., are necessary to produce socially educated graduates.

O'Connell Hall stands out as the
building that could fulfill the immediate need for social facilities in the
dormitory complex. With limited ex-

pense, it could be transformed into a
temporary student union. The present
lounge could be improved, and additional lounges could be installed on the
first floor. Game rooms in the annex,
rooms with musical facilities, a variety of machines offering food?all
would reinvigorate the leisure hours
of the dorm students. Setting rooms
aside for day students who wished to
stay overnight would help to breach
another social gap that has long been
lamented.
The objection, of course, that this
would deprive dormitory students of
badly needed Jiving space cannot be ignored. But the poor social life of dorm
students, because of restrictions and
lack of facilities, also cannot be ignored, and must soon be remedied. For
those who are doubtful, we feel that a
study by a team of sociologists is
needed to confirm the essential point:
that the main problem is what happens to present dorm students because
of the existing situation. If the housing
problem is serious, we suggest that
steps be considered to remedy it by
reducing the number of incoming students. And, since building is slow, we
recommend that a competent team of
architects be put to work to determine what can be done with what we
have.

for donations toward a new
chalice. The following quotation
from St. Mark's Gospel should be
sufficient to make you see this
request in its proper perspective.
And when he was at Bethany,
in the house of Simon the leper,
and was reclining at itable, there
came a woman with an alabaster
jar, she poured it on his head. But
there were some who were indignant among themselves, and said,
"To what purpose has this waste
of the ointment been made? for
this ointment might have been sold
for more ithan three hundred
denarii and given to the poor."
And they grumbled at her.
But Jesus said, "Let her be.
Why do you trouble her? She has
done me a good turn." Mark 14:3-6.
Furthermore I have listed below
all the objections which I feel
students of Boston College should
have to sacrificing their own enjoyment by donalting their money
for the benefit of India's poor.
I hope this letter has enabled
you to more accurately measure
the value to be placed on each
project.

Frederick E. L'Ecuyer, Jr.
CBA '68

Ad

Majorem,

etc..

the food system for the Resident
Dining Hall.
Gratefully,
A Dormiei

Meal for Meal
To the Eidtors:
"And now Mary brought in a
pound of pure spikenard which
was very precious and poured it
over Jesus' feet
."
"Why should not this ointment
have been sold
and alms
might have been given to the
poor
."
"Let her alone
You have
the poor always among you
."
Was it really concern for the
poor that prompted the study in
contrasts entitled Ad Majorem
Dei Gloriam? Page three of the
same issue provoked some doubts:
"The supper meal which provided an immediatereason for the
venting of student discontent was
veal cutlet sandwiches with tomato sauce. The riot
left McElroy dining hall littered with uneaiten food and overturnedchairs."
Concern for the poor is indeed
praiseworthy, but, is it necessary
to deprive Our Lord in the Eucharist of material honor to meet
the needs of the poor? Could we
not look elsewherefor a source of

.
.
. ..
.
..

.

.

..

.

deprivation?
Sincerely yours,

Sister M. Kieran, C.S.J.
To the Editor:
School of Education
May I commend you on a point
well made and well taken in your
April 6 issue! Ad Majorem Dei
Aggiornamento
Gloriam indeed!
To the Editor:
ISu<cerely,
Pope John XXHI with the guidElisabeth A. Brazier
ance of the Holy Spirit initiated
the aggiornamento in the Church.
The Bishops of the Church includAlumnus Comments
ing the Cardinal Archbishop of
To the Editor:
Boston translated the prophetic
Would it not have been more message of John into decrees of
appropriate to have run the ar- the council. Now remains the task
ticle "We Shall Eat Good Food" of implementing the message of
renewal in the local Church.
in parallel to Fr. Anthony NirapThe policy at St. John's Seminpel's letter (4-6-66) than the parish ary, exemplified in the expulsion
letter of St. Ignatius Church, of eight seminarians, leaves a
Chestnut Hill? You seem to want doubt in my mind as to whether
to force non-existent issues. Try the Administration of the diocese
truly grasped the meaning of
a real one, that hits home, for a has
and the necessity for change and
change. Humility is still an admir- renewal in the church.
able Christian virtue.
Sincerely,
Paula Judge, Ed. '65
An "old" Grad

Editorial Points
Gaudeamus igltur! Thanks to Fr. Drury, S.J.,
Director of Student Personnel Services and Saga
Food Service for their supercalifragillstic solution
to the food problem in the resident student dining hall.
Gaudeamus igltur! Thanks to the English Department for the excellent concert of Baroque
music Tuesday evening. We hope the enthusiastic
response will encourage frequent musical events
of this type on campus In the future.
Gaudeamus igitur! Thanks to Fr. Hanrahan,

S.J., Director of Resident Students for allowing
senior women to obtain apartments.
Gaudeamus igitur! Thanks to the magazine
rack for bringing a touch of "realism" to the
Heights.
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The Deprivation and Dehumanization of
the Resident Community as Perpetrated
by the Dormitory Regulations under the
Direction of Irratio Studiorum.
by Richard Sawaya
The other day as I was leaving place to sleep, put his newly accafeteria, complacent quired books, and clean himself.
and full (I estimate I have about He is discouraged but intrepid.
a year and one-half of food to After all, what about the stumake up), a nameless Heights dent union? He then finds that
phantom assailed me asking the "student union" is not a stuwould I write an article on the dent union at all, rather a jackdormitory conditions at Boston of-all-trades building housing
everything from one crowded
College.
The evening was warm, the lounge that closes at seven each
phantom pretty, and I said yes evening to a series of rooms used
if you'll take a walk with me. for job interviews. He is down,
Only later did I realize that I but not out.
There is a mixer Friday?perhad been asked to blow the
trumpet on a topic that has two haps some female companion
inherent difficulties: it concerns will boost his wounded dream. So
only about one-fourth of the stu- summoning up his courage, he
dent body, and it involves puts on his button down suit and
descends on McHugh. Let's give
money.
Undaunted, I set my visionary our freshman a break; let's say
powers to work, summoned up he actually finds, in the cattle
the ghost of freshman past, and stampede, a lovely (well at least
put him through a very real ex- attractive) girl, talks and dances
perience in dorm existence. with her, remembers to get her
While it is admittedly personal phone number, and makes a
and therefore biased, I do feel date.
McElroy

get to know Boston, or that they
all have no social life. I am saying that resident facilities and
policies are in fact conducive to
such an admittedly caricatured
pattern.

There are two areas where relatively immediate improvement
can be inaugurated?policies and
facilities. I do not feel that a detailed explanation of present policies (night office rules, etc.) or
facilities (a blow by blow description of the singularly unimaginative, the sterile, monkish
mentality which gave birth to
the dorms) is necessary or relevant. The fact is such policies,
such buildings do exist and
shouldn't.
Abandoning the tenor of our
freshman's journey, I make the
following recommendations in
seriousness and candor and with
a general theme: that institutional living need not preclude
human living and that human living in every sense of the word is
an integral part of any educational experience.
First I would integrate the
dorms, putting freshmen "with
upperclassmen, not as roommates, but on the same floors.
With such a system it would become more difficult to develop
class zoos and, who knows, the
upperclassmen might take it
upon themselves to orient our
confused Horatio. In fact it might
be a mutual process.
At least three dorms, Shaw
House, Southwell and O'Connell,
are so integrated and function
well. The point is that some sort
of identity should be given to the
different dormitories besides age

As seen in the catalogue?and nowhere else.

and class. This is a fundamentalheroines. Social experience
should obviously be a part of
educational experience.
Closely connected with parietals is the next recommendation:
more on-campus social activities.
While Boston is not that expensive a city entertainment-wise,
for the average resident student
any city entertainment for two is

problem
the impersonality or
non-personality of the resident
system. The next two policy recommendations are integrally related to this concept of identity.
I would establish parietal hours
in the dorms, following normal
"open door" policy employed at
other schools (i.e., weekend visiting hours, Friday, Saturday, and
Sunday, 8 to 12).
In plain language the present
rule of "let girls be anathema"
is unrealistic, rather foolish, and
woefully out of date. Small wonder BC fosters ungraced victory
?

"horror show" dances. Small
wonder such "its-all-in-fun" trips
to Bermuda. Put a normal young
man in a cage long enough and
such reactions become predictable.
Parietals would (1) give a resident a place to go after a date
(it gets awfully cold walking Boston streets in winter), (2) vastly
improve the cleanliness of the
dorms, and (3) allow young men
to learn how to entertain?to use
an outmoded phrase be gentlemen. Rooms would be cleaned?
in fact?pride would be taken in
the rooms (if I may say so, perhaps like an apartment).
Most importantly, parietals
would allow a resident student to
live as a human male individual,
because after all, Horatios need
?

It Came From
The only one of its kind.
the experience points up some Now what, Horatio. He doesn't
striking inadequacies and out-of- know Boston, has no car to go
date policies in the resident to the victory dance (even if he
wanted to), has little money, and
system.
Our freshman is first of all finds the sum of attractions at
Catholic, perhaps coming from a B.C. is the Devlin movie (ouch!).
Jesuit high school. He has prob- His date is a disaster: he ends
ably lived at home and is un- up freezing on the XYZ at eleven
accustomed and unprepared for o'clock after coffee at HayesBickford. He is out.
institutional living.
He has seen a picture in a
Enter devil in the form of
bulletin of a decently appointed "let's visit the res." Alas our
room, inhabited by ivy-league hero succumbs to drink and begentleman-scholar types, and gins a long line of lonely liquor
(illegal) filled Friday and Saturcombining this with other delusions he has gathered, he day nights, culminating in "mad
decides that he will live at bombers and mad screamers",
Boston College for four years. and great trips to Bermuda. A
What is waiting for him on his BC animal is born.
less than - glorious day (or
Or let's say he isn't; let's say
night) arrival to the hill is he quits going out, doesn't drink,
and studies. He soon finds it is
quite different from his preimpossible in the dorms (noise)
conceptions.
He finds a three-dorm (Xavi- and settles for the library, that
er, Loyola, Claver) complex of ominous cavern with its sweating
three floors, each holding about stacks and somber reading room.
forty residents, two to a cubicle Life settles down to work, vacacomposed of terrazo, concrete, tion, and weekly Devlin movie.
Whichever course he takes,
brick, and cinder block. In these
cubicles he finds three-hundre* young Horatio has had it soand fifty-nine other rapidly dis- cially. He isn't exactly living
as a human being.
illusioned freshmen.
He finds noise, long unbroken Seriously I'm not saying that
corridors, crowded public- tele- all l 0 resident men fit this patthat they all develop into
phones, communal bathrooms, tern
and questionable basement drunkards, or misogynists, or
lounges. In short, he finds a that in four years they all fail to

-

?

Prior to the Easter recess the
Boston College campus underwent' several days of exciting
events, best exemplified by the
silent witness of concern at St.
John's Seminary and the now
celebrated food demonstrations,
introducing what is hoped will be
the beginning of a new era in the
University's history.
Many referred to the happenings as radical innovations aimed at disturbing what had previously been considered a tightly bound, conservative, administrative system
one frosted
with sugar and promises. Such
an observation is not only accurate, but encouraging.
?

Requests for change had, for
the most part gone unnoticed. Responsible pleas on the part of the
student body were as a rule catalogued for further consideration?
in other words benevolent temporizing.
It is an interesting fact that
many steps taken to remedy the
dissatisfactionof the student body
occurred simulatneously with the
advent of marches and organized

protest from a finally - activated
student body. I am sure that such
events will be recorded in _»c
days and years to come as just
pure coincidence, usiless students

expensive.
I am suggesting that more

dances (both casual and dress)
could be held on campus in the
lounges, that more plays could
be held, perhaps a musical event
or two. Lounges could remain
open past seven. Ultimately all
this would mean a student union
that is just what its name purports to be.
Finally I would recommend
that liquor be allowed in the
rooms of those who are legally
able to purchase it, for their consumption only. Again it's a matter of being realistic. The resident student body, while in some
senses a family, is not patriarchial and policy should reflect
this until now overlooked fact.
The other area facilities
is one which, while not as easy
to change (because it involves
money) is no less inadequate.
First, the dormitories themselves. Cinder block cells might
be fine for medieval monks but
(Continued on Page Eight)
?

?

Hunger

take the time to actually analyze
what happened.
Was it simply a case of demonstrating for demonstration'ssake?
Was it a question of testing how
far students would be allowed to
voice their opinions? Such was not
the case.
Despite the immediate solutions
more than satisfactorily
improving the food situation and
the initial steps granting the resident women
the opportunity
to select new and more adequate
housing' facilities, there still remains a point which must be
noted namely that it was STUDENTS, a representative number
of them, who actually had to apply the necessary pressure.
Pressure was needed because
only minimum effort on the
part of the administration had
been directed towards removing
the causes of dissatisfaction.
The means used by the students
?

?

?

proved to be the most effective

instruments for an immediate
correction of an intolerable situation.
It was unfortunate but justifiable that the resident population
had to resort to such measures.
Had the complaints been handled
more efficiently, then perhaps
there would have been no reason
to activate the latent criticism,

by Anthony DeLuca
pervading the student body.
The logical and obvious conclusion is that any unfavorable publicity that the university received
was the responsibility of those
officials whose specific task it had
been to eliminate the existing dif-

ficulties.
Congratulations should be accorded to the student body for
emerging from their previous
apathy and indifference. It is now
a question of STUDENT ACof the willingCOUNTABILITY
ness of students to take a risk
to have themselves heard. This
fact is the most encouraging
carryover from the recent occurrences.
Fear of refusal, of frustrating
disappointment, of criticism from
officials as well as peers, and
perhaps even of censorship were
eliminated. A maturing student
body made itself visible.
?

In the future if
and only
it becomes necessary to
explode the issues where they
can be viewed openly on television and covered by die
press, then students will, it is
hoped, recollect how successful
their past attempts were and
the means which made their efforts fruitful.
(Continued on* Page Eight)
?

if

?

The Baroque Trio:
Resiliance and Power

YNoerwkTheatre:

"Whatever Godby There Is"
Stan Bowker

The Royal Hunt of the Sun, ahuaelpa, his freedom provided
now playing at the Anta Theatre that he fills a certain room with
in New York, is described in its gold. Atahuaelpa (portrayed in a
advertisement as being the most performance of exciting virtuos-'
important play of our time. While ity by David Carridine) agrees,
the claim is certainly exaggerated" but once the room is filled, the
it remains true that the play soldiers, led by the monks, want
deals with a theme peculiarly to kill him anyway to deprive the
his Indians of their leader.
significant of modern man
search for God and his ultimate Pi z ar r o, who had become
failure. The Peter Shaffer script friends with the Indians, pleaded
is, at times, poetic, at times phil- for his life and finally breaks
osophical and, at times highly with the monks and the God they
comical.
represent. He asks- himself if it
The play, quite briefly, con- is possible that here, in Peru,
cerns Juan Pizarro's conquest of Atahauelpa might be a real God.
the Incas and describes in the And so he lets them kill Atahualprocess, the rapacious lust for pa, confidentially expecting him
gold that let the Spaniards break to rise again and when he doesn't
faith with the Indians at every he says
"You cheated me."
turn, egged on by the supposedly
Because
now
he has nothing
supernatural mission of the
left except possibly himself.
Church, which is in its turn re"Die In despair or become a
vealed to be as materialistic as
Invent whatever
that of the soldiers in Pizarro's god yourself
there is." If institutions
god
expedition. The point of Shaffer's
fall and men aren't gods but
criticism of the Church is that
then the only thing
it sees no value whatsoever in mortals,
man has to fall back on is his
Inca
the
civilization.
tainted, corrupted self. And the
The monks, who represent the
friendship and indeed love of
the
exaccompany
Church and
those who are In the same popedition are arrogant and so
sition
no matter how different
bloated by pride that they can
their culture.
accept no responsibility of religious experience outside of
Unfortunately for this reviewer,
Christianity. Plzarro recognizes Christopher Plummer was incathis and the hypocrisy of their pacitated by a leg infection and
claim to represent God on was out of the performance. One
earth.
could well believe the statement
He promises the Inca god, At- of one member of the cast that

by

?

?

Horatio Unchanged
from

Page Seven)

The British Production

it was a different show without
Plummer.

Robert Burr (who, incidentally,
played the standby for Richard
Burton in Hamlet) played the lead
role and although he did a competent job, the role definitely
called for an older man. George
Rose was excellent as the narraened at B.C.
tor and among the minor charThis excellent concert accentuacters, Thagas David was ex- ated the lack of truly "cultural"
ceptional as the snarling repre- opportunities on the BC campus.
sentative of the crown.
The presence and labors of men
The brilliantly sparse set enlike Mr. Macomber and Dr. Pelcompassed a naked stage and a oquin have certainly served to
sort of obelisk which opened initiate and sophisticate the level
halfway through the first act of artistic achievement on the
to provide the throne room campus. However, they do not
for the Inca God.
constitute the man-power or divPeter Dexter's staging displayed a lively theatrical imagination.
The play, though it will probably Deluca:
not last through the summer, is
still well worth seeing in spite of
Plummer's unfortunate demise.
(Continued from Page Seven)

From Surface to Backbite

the rooms themselves could be

fewer students to a dormitory,
but it would also rid the hill of
its-"prison" look.
The next recommendation is a
student union or social center.
Obviously many problems could
be solved by such a building that
would exclusively serve a student's social needs.
While one is not planned in the
immediate future perhaps O'Connell could be converted to a
social center, or even razed in
order to provide ground for one,
or one or more of the private
homes which BC owns on Hammond Street could be utilized as
a social center.
"Finally (and I recommend the
most strongly) a group of professional sociologists should be
brought in to examine all aspects
of resident student life, and any
recommendations or conclusions
such a team might reach should
be acted upon as soon as possible.
While Horatio might get fat in
the wonderful food line in McElroy, he cannot live by bread
alone. The problem of impersonality and lack of anything to
identify with, the problem of no
social atmosphere, of ostrich-like
resident policies and foresight
still remain.

the group performed J. S.
Bach's Trio Sonata from the
"Musical Offering."
Our praise goes to the artists,
the sponsors, and the audience

and our sincere recommendation
other areas and authorities of the university for continued and increased support of
this vital aspect of life in an
academic atmosphere.
goes to

Food For Thought

The future appears to be somethat is? the fuwhat brighter
ture Of the entire university.
Those who made themselves
heard were not trying to level
the institution or undermine its
authority. They were trying to indicate that they, themselves, possessed an intangible power that,
if properly exercised, was effective and given the attention it
merited.
It is an invigorating awakening
to realize that we are respected,
or given the situation as it presented itself, feared. That if need
be, we must "rock the boat"
knowing that we will be listened
?

was not afraid of acting a little
and her effort paid off very well.
It was due to her alone that many
otherwise indifferently played
scenes had any zest and effect.
Robert Sullivan's golden-hearted ne'er-do-well, Charles Surface,
played very well to Arch Russell's
Bli-fil-like Joseph Surface. Sullivan did especially well in the face
of Sheridan's rather shoddy dramaturgy, and acted much better
than the part really warranted.
In two lesser roles, Paul Lavra- to.
Now that our appetites are satisfied by good food expertly prepared and congenially served, we
can begin to look towards the
problems that plague us as an
academic community and members of the larger local and international community.
Boston College students and
faculty united with other interested laymen in the Greater
Boston area were responsible, in
a large measure, for whatever
successful changes were made at
St. John's Seminary, concerning
the recent expulsion of eight
seminarians. It is hoped that similar displays of concern will con"Simply scandalous, my dear ..."
tinue when future events warrant
Moses)
and Spencer Weig
and necessary information was kas (as
such a commitment.
lost by lapses in the most mechan- (as Rowley) performed quite creThe present student body has
ditably. Lavrakas created a very
ical prerequisites ofl acting.
at least temporarily emerged
Both Stan (Sir Oliver Surface) humorous role out of practically from its stereotyped image of
Bowker and Paul (Sir Peter nothing, as did Weig with his hyp- provincialism and narrowmindedTeazle) O'Brien fell into that most ocritical oiliness, a role which he ness. New ideas and different attitudes which, for the past decnoxious pitfall of the acting pro- almost turned into a tongue-inade have been emerging, are now
fession: self-imitation. Both, over cheek comment on the play itself. acquiring wider support and acthe last couple of years, have By way of final comment, per- ceptance. Students are now freer
hammered out fairly distinctive haps one could blame some of the to discuss issues, form opinions,
individual styles, complete with insufficiencies in the acting on and express their convictions
idiosyncrasies of mannerism and the play itself. One imagines that without fear of intimidation.
Now that we have seen more
speech, which have now led them it would be difficult for an actor
than ever that we have
concretely
into mimicking themselves, re- to give himself over very fully to the power to change things, that
gardless of the tailored demands such a gaudy bauble, unworthy in these are exciting times, that
of the roles.
itself of the attention which the students are becoming more
closely knit together, and witnesElena Latici (as Lady Teazle) D.S. unnecessarily gave it.

(Continued from Page Five)
they are hardly the current fashion in congenial living facilities. Kathleen (Lady Sneerwell) OnorWhile the ultimate solution of ato's deadpan line-swallowing or
razing the dorms and beginning the occasionally affected painfulagain is and will always be only ness of John (Sir Benjamin
wishful thinking, some more Backbite) Teter's dandyfied poetcompromising measures could be asting.
adopted.
For this was a talky play, in
For instance the insides of the the most incriminating sense of
dorms could be rearranged by the phrase, demanding absolute
merely knocking out a few cinder- clarity and zest in the acting and
blocks, to allow two lounges per delivery, simply for the audience
floor. This could only offend sar- to grasp the essentials of the indine can mentalities. Also by trigue. Lane after line of humor
similar means some variety in

provided. Again this would mean

chamber music, entitled "The level of talent in the artists
which far exceeded expectations.
Peter Slater, flutist, creditably
performed Handel's Sonata in F
Major and Tibor Pusztai, violinist, adequately executed J. S.
our admiration, our "bravos", Bach's Sonata in G Major.
Excelling both artists however,
and our support.
in technical prowess and depth
Although the genre performed doesn't seem the most pracof feeling, harpsichordist John
tical for a musical groundGibbons attacked his instrument
breaking, the concert drew a in the spirit of the Italian mascapacity crowd. This fact, ter in rendering Scarlatti's Sonalong with the applause and ata in E Minor and his Sonata
reactions inspires hope in the in E Major with resiliance and
minds of those who wish to power.
see the essential dimension of
Climaxing the program with
artistic expression, specificala piece from the works of the
ly musical expression, broadgreatest composer of the era,

Baroque Trio," April 26 in the
Resident Lounge.
The department, co-sponsoring
the event along with the Sophomore English majors, demands

Stone:

Sawaya:

John Golenski

Courageously initiating a pre- ersity of interest necessary to
viously unknown art form at Bos- provide the true, university-wide
ton College, the English Depart- cultural atmosphere.
ment presented a concert of
The concert itself displayed a

?

(Continued
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sing the beneficial results of cooperative effort, we should not
jeopardize the advances we have
made by a return to the lethargy

and indifferences that have been
to this crucial point, the tradition
of the B. C. undergraduate.
If archaic administrative policy
is not dead, if there still remains
a bastion of conservative decision
makers, then perhaps their extinction will be facilitated by the
influx of new and vital ideas that
previously found admission to the
University difficult because they
didn't display a sticker, convincing our trustworthy guards of
conventionalism that they had no
designs of initiating reform.
Of course, there are faculty
members and even members of
the clerical community, who believe in the reduction of the size
of classes, the establishment of
complete and open choice of
courses for undergraduates, the
adoption of a reading week, and
other means evidencing the continuation of a dynamic change of
university policy.
But please, if you are like the
majority of students that have

gone before you, don't associate
with them, don't seek to make
their acquaintances, and listen
to their views. It would really
be tragedy to witness a sustained
exchange of ideas taking place on
a more liberal basis
ideas
similar to the ones that recently
led to responsible, constructive
action.
?

When an opportunity presents
itself to improve the situation, let
us leave the criticism and innovation to someone else. Whatever
happens, let it never be said that
the students of the sixties initiated some creative action that
made B. C. a vital organ in the
educational world.
Yes, we must be careful. There
are radicals and liberals among
us. They are few in number and
dangerous since they might shock
us into realizing that the Jesuit
has not yet been proven infallible.
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Freshman Track Team
Halts Terrier Squad

Linksmen Win
Double Match
Double wins in match play by
Captain. Jim Kehoe, BUI Kennedy
and Pete Sinnott helped Coach
Eddie Carroll's golf team take
identical 4-3 wins from Harvard
and Williams on Patriot's Day.
Kehoe's wins included a one
up on nineteen against Williams
and a two up on eighteen
against Harvard's ace, Brian

By TOM SUGRUE
Associate Sports Editor

This past Tuesday afternoon
the Boston College freshman
track team scored a decisive victory over the Boston University
frosh in a dual meet at B.C.'s
Jack Ryder Memorial Track.
The Eagles were led by sterling
performances in the distance
events, as B.C. swept both the
mile and two mile. Tom Glynn
was first, Ken Sullivan second,
and Mike Riley was third in the
mile and this order of finish was
duplicated in the two mile event.
B.C. also scored heavily in
the 220 yd. dash as John Casey and BUI Putnam took first
and second respectively. Casey's winning time was an excellent 22.5. This marked the
third 220 victory In eight days
for the Eagles' speedy frosh,

the strongest high school track
squads in New England, won the
meet with 77 points to the Eagles 56 with St. Raphael's finishing a distant third.
In this meet the Eagles
turned in their strongest performances In the sprints. John
Casey won the 220 in 22.9 and
Bill Doherty turned the trick
In the 100 with a 10.4 clocking.
B.C. also earned a number of
second places: Bill Putnam ia
the 100, Randy Snowling in the
quarter, and John Tracey in the
half all placed second in their

McGuinn.

The victories were B.C.'s first
as this meet opened the season,
but the win over Williamsknocked
them from the undefeated ranks
while the triumph against Harvard evened Harvard's record.
The next dual meet lor the
Eagles is against Dartmouth and
Army at Dartmouth.

events.
On April 19, while the varsity
was scoring a big upset over

...

Heights Photo by George Viens

Fitzpatrick:

FORM
is demonstrated by Ed Foley as he fires a pitch
Northeastern, the frosh were PERFECT
in against Tufts. BC won the game 7-1 and Foley picked up his second
having a little tougher time with victory of the season.
the N.U. freshmen. The Husky
(Continued from Page Five)
frosh won the meet, but the
We are led to believe that a
Casey.
Eagles turned in several good
few guidance counselors can guide
In the quarter-mile event, Ran- performances.
our futures and our minds. They
dy Snowling earned a second
can only help in some important
place with a respectable 51.9
matters, but psychological help on
clocking. Then Dan O'Connor
campus should be made available
added 5 important points to the
This year's Women's Recrea- letic ability, competitive spirit,
to students.
B.C. cause by taking a first in
tional Association activities will contribution to WRA activity, and
The student government at BC
the 440 hurdles. Also scoring for
academic
achievement.
The
reconclude Thursday with the first
can
not escape blame either.
the Eagles were Bill Doherty and
cipient will be given a small
The Tobin Lecture Series, ran
annual Awards Banquet.
Steve Driscoll in the broad-jump
trophy and will have her name
annually by the A&S Student
and Dennis O'Brien and John
Citations will foe given to a inscribed on the permanent Barprune example.
Tracey in the half-mile.
promising beginner and outstand- bara Elbery Trophy, which will Senate, is a
Since
the
of the year,
beginning
Last Friday, the B.C. frosh
ing individual in each activity. be on display in Roberts Center.
sought in vain
the
Senate
had
took part in a triangular meet
presentation
banquet,
addition,
In
the first
Tickets for the
to be
with two Providence high
of the Barbara A. Elbery Trophy held at 7 p.m. in Lyons Hall, may a speaker.
Finally, Strom Thurmond was
schools, La Salle and St. Raphwill be made to a senior woman be purchased in Office 18, Camselected at the last minute to fill
aels. La Salle, boasting one of
who has been outstanding in ath- pion.
the void. John Agresto, the senator chiefly responsible for Thurmond's invitation, expressed the
opinion that Thurmond left much
to be desired, yet he was all that
was left. Is that the type of planning we want from our illustrious
Student Senate?
Probably no area shows more
lacking than the skimpy and small
time social calendar. Funds are
~
split up so many ways that it
line
becomes impossible to meet the
wraparound
down payment for big name entriple taillights
tertainment. Action is put off until
very little of value can be done
because everyone is booked up.
The Student Senate of the College of Arts and Sciences should
establish a small, but strong
and vigorus committee for research into promising academic
adventures. This Informed and
thinking committee could provide a standing and approachable channel for student opinion

TENNIS
PRACTICE

Planning

WRA Awards Dinner
Ends Successful Year

Tues. & Thurs.
7:30 A.M.
B.C. Courts

What you notice is...
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The Athletic Association should
extend formal and monetary recognition to those sports in which
there is an enthusiastic and participating interest.
The already proposed social
commission should be implemented immediately. MgElroy Commons should be used for on campus mixers when the ice is down.
This is only temporarily satisfactory. We should start planning
now for a new student union to
accomodate all social aspects of
the students.

back-up lights. Super Sports

I

M
~
~
r

All kinds of good buys all in one place... at your Chevrolet dealer's: CHEVROLET ? CHEvelle ? chevy n ? corvair ? CORVETTE

answer on all levels, but for
this responsible leadership te
required. The administration
must snow Its leadership by
pointing the way to a new BC
Student Government most be-

come the driving force behind
the needed adnunistratrve reforms.
The students must show by
means of.a united and informed
student body that they are interested and must begiven a voice.
For the future is being planned
right

now.
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Eagle Trackmen Snap
Huskies' Win Streak
By KEVIN BRADY
Tuesday, April 19, was a perfect day for a track meet, and the Eagle runners took good advantage of it by edging Northeastern 75-74. The victory was a
big one for BC, as it broke the Huskies' streak of 14 straight outdoor dual meet
wins.
Northeastern jumped out to an early lead by sweeping the triple jump,
pole vault, and taking first and second in the high jump.
Then the Eagles began to come
back. In the discus, Jim Kavanagh was first and John Fiore was
third. Kavanagh heave of 1675%"
broke a 25 year old school record
set by Al Moro in 1941 of 1654".
Fiore and Kavanagh also took
one-two in the hammer and shot.
Bob Hyland was third in the shot
put. Eld Hockenbury got second in
the javelin, and Joe Kopka was
second in the broad jump, but NU
still had the lead.
In the running events, Billy
Norris and Mike Conley passed

NU's George Kneeland in the Kopka pulled a leg muscle and
last 220 yards to place one-two was forced out of the race.
in the mile. The winning time
With Kopka out of the mile
was 4:15.6.
relay due to this Injury, and
Larry Jeffers and Joe Kopka Jeffers not feeling well, BC
gave BC the lead by finishing first would need a one-two finish in
and second in the 440. Larry's the two mile to win the meet
winning time was 49.2. Harry Fish
The order of the two mile was
took third in the 100 and Paul De- Dave Dunsky of NU in the lead,
laney finished third in the 880. with Bill Norris and Mike Conley
Chuck Zaikowski won both the right behind as the gun lap began.
120 and 440 yard hurdles, but All three runners began to sprint,
things were beginning to get tight. and with less than 100 yards to
In the 220, which Jeffers won in go, Norris passed Dunsky and
22.6 and Fish placed second, Joe then Mike Conley inched by him
to take second over Dunsky by .7
seconds. The times for Norris and
Conley were 9:20.5 and 9:21.2,
Heights Photo by George Viens
their best times ever for BC in A LAST MINUTE EFFORT
by Northeastern's Roger Pierce, centar,
carries him across the finish line first in the 100-yd. dash in the BCthe two mile run.
Northeastern track meet. Second was Carl Farmer, right, while BC'i
SUMMARY
Harry Fish and Tom Warwick took third and fourth, respectively. WinTRIPLE JUMP: 1) cater NU: 2) ning time
was 10 seconds flat.
Hall NU; 3) Dupee NU: 43'6V4".
POLE VAULT: 1) Sysko NU: 2)
NU;
3)
Ctorning back from knee injuries
Bent
Everbeck NU: 12.
SPRING PRACTICE
HIGH JUMP: Dupee NU: 2) Carfor the '66 campaign should be
michael NU; 3) Cunningham BC:
ENDS
senior tackle Dick Powers and
DISCUS: Kavanagh BC: 2) Woods
NU: 3) Fiore BC: 167'5V4".
The Eagles limped to the end of junior halfback Paul Dellavilla.
HAMMER: Fiore BC: 2) Kavanagh
BC: 3)Faber NU: 1907".
Dave Bennett and Kerry Horman,
SHOT: Kavanagh BC: 2) Fiore BC; Spring football practice this week,
3) Hyland BC: 49'4V4".
strongmen of last year's undeSpring
injuries
as
a
of
cut
rash
Hockenbury
2)
JAVELIN: Post NU:
BC; 3) McSorley NU: 1915".
down the depth of both backfield feated frosh team, filled in on the
BROAD JUMP: Cater NU: 2) Kopstarting unit.
ka BC: 3) Pierce NU: 21'10V4".
and line positions.
MILE: Norris BC 2) Copley BC; 3)
in
Kneeland NU: 4:15.6.
Notable difficulties arose
the
440 YARD: Jeffers BC; 2) Kopka
defensive backfield with the abBC; 3) Hall NU: 49.2.
100 YARD: Pierce NU; 2) Farmer
sence of signal-caller John Blair
NU: 3) Fish BC: 10.0.
120 HURDLES: Zaikowski BC: 2) and fullback Mike Violante. Blair's
Stec NU: 3) McNamara BC: 15.5.
880 YARD: O'Shaughnessy NU; 2) knee buckled during a passing sesO'Connor NU: 3) Delaney BC: 156.7.
220 YARD: Jeffers BC: 2) Fish BC; sion last Tuesday, leaving the
3) Pierse NU: 22.6.
440 HURDLES: Zaikowski BC; 2) quarterback position of the Spring
Coleman NU; 3) McKinnon NU: 56.5. Game "whites" to freshman Joe
TWO MILE: Norris BC; 2) Conley
BC: 3) Dunsky NU: 9:20.5.
Marzetti.
MILE RELAY: NU 3:22.6.

...

FOOTLOOSE AND
FAIGT-PIII?
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Or just at loose ends?
There's a big difference,
you know.
Like the differencebetween
the guy with a pie-in-thesky scheme to get rich
quick, and the man with a
plan for financial security.

Sub Turrl

Photo by Jim Peters
KEEPING CLOSE WATCH
on the Charles River racing course are
sailing team members Rick Reinhard, left, and Jim Hayes as they execute a tacking maneuver.
vEEt>ik,<-

BC

Outlook Optimistic
After Big Track Win

py, LAW
Dl

?

SCHOOL REVIEW BOOK PUBLISHER TO EVALUATE MARKET FOR OUR OUTLINES AT YOUR SCHOOL

SALARY: $7.50 HOURLY FEE. HouaVKi Zii

.

Barrister Publishing Co. is in need portance, significance and meaning
of several sharp law school students of the case is thoroughly discussed,
Or the difference between
to evaluate the market potential of
a savings plan that's hale
There is a Bar-Notes title for each
our new law review book series
and hearty as long as you
(Bar-Notes) just published. These and everV course subject taught in
y° ur law school. Within each title
are,
books
are
comprehenlaw
review
and a life insurance
Chances are looking better for and Bill Norris joined Jeffers in
sive case book outlines keyed to can be found a11 the ca8es encounprogram
that keeps going
the Boston College track team in the winners circle.
every major law text and cover tered by the student in that particustrong even when you can't.
ar subject.
case
important
the Greater Boston Meet which
point-by-point
every
Dave Hemery, who recently
in the texts being used in
Life insurance is one inar(j intere9ted in representbe held May 3 and 4 at the won the "Athlete of the Year" covered
If
law school Written by top
our c
at
8chooli
vestment you can make toJack Ryder Track at Alumni award at BU, raced to victories legal scholars and edited by aw
ease
o Barrigter Publish ing
day that's guaranteed to
professors at several leading law c
Stadium.
in both hurdle events.
New Yorki
SQ Broad
schools, this series has been hailed
take the strife out of life
o
{
r
r
{
ee
y
a
informatlon
Wt
1Q004
This past week, the Eagles Hemery was ranked first in the as a new dimension in study help N
years from now. That might
indude a FREE fiample
which
wil
knocked off Boston University 93- country in the 60-yd. hurdles and for law students.
o{ a $7 gs book (please check below
be worth more, from the
-56 in a dual meet at the Ryder sixth in the 600-yd. dash in this
Each case is presented in clear, for the book and text you wish it
very beginning, than you
lucid language and sets forth in an to be keyed to) and other informaindoor track season.
circuit.
put into it. That could be
easy to understand manner all the tion about the representation of our
Summary:
as much, at any time,
worth
This leaves Harvard as BC's
High Jump?Cunningham (BC): 2, relevant aspects of the case in ques- company at your school. An hourly
Kelley
as you plannedto put into
most formidable opponent In 10 in. (BC;) 3, Warwick (BC). 5 ft. tion. In addition, at the end of each fee of $7.50 will be paid and during
case there is a unique editor's anal- the school year the representative
it in a lifetime. And the
Hammer
(BC); 2,
the GB match. The Crimson Kavanaugh Throw?Fiore
(BC); 3. Levangie (BU). ysis prepared by eminently qualified will average about 5-10 hours per
sooner you start, the less it
184 ft. 1014 in.
legal experts. Here the nature, im- week.
Long Jump?Farley (BU); 2, Johnare paced this season by senior
costs.
son (BU); 3. Ward (BC). 22 ft.
high jumper Chris Pardee, who sVi in.
Triple Jump?Farley (BU):
Got
2,1
loose ends that
consistently clears the bar at Johnson (BU): 3. Warwick (BC).i
Please check one sample you desire. It you state text you are
pa n \u25a0
\u25a0\u25a0
in.
using we will send you the appropriate keyed textbook outline. I need polling together?
42
ft.
lA
L
#
|
L
L
I
feet.
seven
Discus?Kavanaugh (BCi; 2, Fi-i
T Hfcfc \u25a0
| | We're specialists at it...
ore (BC); 3. Baston (BU). 154 ft.l |
\u25a1 CONTRACTS
\u25a1 CRIMINALLAW
in.
Against BU, dashman Larry 3%Shotput?Hyland
especia lyforyoungpeople.
Q TORTS
\u25a1 CONSTITUTIONALLAW
(BC): 2, Kavan-I
(BC); 3. Fiore (BC). 49 ft.i
Q CIVILPROCEDURE
Q CORPORATIONS
Jeffers was the big man for Boston augh
-rfjP
7 in.
Pole Vault?Levin (BU): 2, Cun-i
College. He picked up firsts in
ningham (BC); 3.ETAOIN SHRDLUI
Text you are U9in 8 or above subject
?
Peter Gatery '67
both the 100 and 220-yd. dashes, ft.Javelin?Hockenbury
I
(BC); 2. De-I
with times of 9.9 and 21.9 seconds, Leonardis (BC): 3, Johnson (BU).i
162 ft. 6 in.
I
Name of Student
Michael Kinsella '66
Please Print! I
Mile?Conley
respectively.
<BC):
2,
Norrisi
(BC); 3, Delaney (BC). 4:16.9.
440-yd.?Zaikowski
figuring
(BC);
Also
in the BC victory
2. Coch-i
Joseph Raffaele '66
-~i
Street & No.
I|
rane (BC); 3. Farley (BU). 50.6. I I
-*'
110-yd.-Jeffers (BC): 2. Johnson.
were John Fiore and Jim Kavan(BU); 3, Fish (BC). 9.9.
augh, who collected two firsts,
120-yd. High Hurdles?Henry (BU);
Zip
State
City
2, McNamara <BC): 3, Zaikowski
three seconds and a third in the (BC).
14.3.
880-yd.?Donahue
(BU):
C.
t
hammer throw, shot put and dis- O'Brien (BC); 3.1 Norton 2,(BC).
Name ofLaw School
Yr. of Grad. m
1:58.2.
cus competition.
220yd.?Jeffers (BC); 2. Johnson
3, Fish (BC). 21.9.
The discus throw was won by (BU);
440-knt. Hurdles?Hemery (BU);
tNSURANCI COMPANY OF PHILADELPHIA
2, Warwick (BC); 3, Nitalen (BC).
Bob Hyland, while Ed Hockenseries,
contact
please
your
(BU):
For further information about this
local bookstore i in our second century of dedicatedservice
2, C.
Two Mile?Stratum
bury tookfirst in the javelin toss. O'Brien
(BC);
3, Norton
(BC).
9:36.5.

will

'

or

,
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,

jjtiSfofo,

IB

2b
lUll

*

In the running events, BC's Mite Relay?BU. 3J.27.7.
Steeplechase?N»rfis
(BC):
2,
Mike Conley, Church Kaikowski, Startus
(BU); 3 Stripe (BU). 9:26.7.
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Baseball Team Opens
With Five Victories

Net Revival
Dan Connolly

The right way to open a season
was demonstrated by the Boston
College baseball team this year
as they ran off five straight victories in their first five games of
the year, before dropping a 9-3
decision to GreaterBoston League
rival Northeastern last Tuesday.
BC 8 MIT 3
The new season rolled in on a
wave of optimism as Bill O'Brien
and Pete Ford combined to toss
an eight-hitter in an 8-3 win over
the Engineers. Frank Riley had
a perfect day at the plate with
three hits in three at hats and
also drove in two runs. Bill Kitley
had two hits and drove in another
three tallies.
BC 5 Rhode Island 4
BC took; this see-saw game
from the Rams on April 12.
Mickey Amick delivered the big
hit for the winners', a two-run
triple fat the seventh inning. Ed

Foley pitched steady ball to
gain the win, while Rick Hutchinson sparkled in relief.
BC 4 Springfield 0
The Maroons managed only six
hits off O'Brien as the Eagles
continued their winning ways. The
Eagles led 1-0 through most of the
game, until Ed Hockenbury's
triple, Tom Anderson's Single and
a towering home run by Amick,
provided same insurance in the
eighth. O'Brien didn't need it,
however, as h walked only one
and struck out five enroute to his
second victoryy
BC 7 Dartmouth 5
BC had to come from behind
in 'this one as Foley's eighthinning homer provided the winning margin. Foley's blast
came after Bill Plunkert's
pinch-hit single had tied the
game. Fran Connolly started
for BC, and when he tired, Pete
Ford and Rick Hutchinson added steady relief.
BC 3 Harvard 0
Bill O'Brien won his third game
of the year, and also notched his
second- straight shutout as BC
blanked Harvard. O'Brien struck

out six and did not walk a man
as he set the Crimson down on
four hits. Fred Prifty did most of
the offensive damage for the
Eagles, as his fifth inning single
netted two big runs.

Individual Batting

BC 7-Tufts 1

m ab

h rbl a vs.
Riley
7 23 2 12 4 .521
O'Neill
7 30 12 10 2 .333
7 28 5 9 4 .321
Anderson
Kitley
4 13 1 4 3 .308
Prifty
7 29 3 8
1 .276
Amick
76 20
24 32 65 110 .250
Hockenbury
.250
McElaney
6 22
3
5
4 .227
Foley
6 18 30 4 2 .222
O'Brien
4 12
1 0 .083
Plunkert
2 2 0 10 .500
Ford
3
3
110
.333
Joyce
2
4 2 1 0 .250
Wilkins
2 2 0 0 0 .000
2 2 0 0 0 .000
Hutchinson
12 0 0 0 .000
La Couture
Connolly
110 0 0 .000
Team Totals 7 235 37 66 34 .280
Pitching Record
Player
g Id h bb so w I era
O'Brien
4 27 20 5 9 3 1 1.02
Hutchinson 2 5 4 2 4 10 1.50
Ford
2 8 5 12 12 0 0 2.16
Foley
2 15 12 4 8 2 0 2.87
Curley
12 110 0 0 4.50
Kelleher 11
2 4 10 0 18.00
Player

r

...

Heights Photo by George Viens

WITH THE GREATEST
of ease, Joe Kopka flies through the air in
the broa
er, long jump event against Northeastern. Kopka finished
second in the event.

...

BC 7 Tufts 1
As in most other years, this
was a tight ball game, but Ed
Foley proved up to the occasion as he pitched another
fine game. The big break for
the winners came in the eighth
inning as they pushed six runs
across the plate with a rash of
base hits, capped by Ed McElhaney's three-run homer over
the right field fence.

B.C. 7, Tufts 1
B.C.
r h bi
ab
4
12 2
O'Neill. 3b
Anderson, ss
4 110
Amick, rf
4
112
4 0 0 0
Prifty, If
McElaney, cf
4
113
Riley. 2b
4 0
10
Kitley. lb
3 10 0
Hockenbury, c
3
110
Foley, p
3 110
ii 7 7 7
Totals
Tufts
r h bl
ab
Orpen. rf
4 12 0
O'Kelly, cf
Sullivan, ss

Weeks. If
Fuller. 3b
Elias. lb

Noguchi. 2b
Roccio, ph
McNeil, pr
Hogan, c
Osofsky, p
Russell, p

4

44

0
0

0
3
0
33 0
0
10

0
2
3
0

0
0

0

0

0
0

0
0
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The Nikon Medical Microscope is guaranteed for 25
years. (So please don't wait
until the last day before

'

classes to buy yours.)

learn what to look for in your
microscope.
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Nikon Student Dealer, and
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By JACK SHEA

Chi Monday afternoon at Kent
Field in Brookline, the Eagles
baseball team tasted its first defeat at the hands of a strong
Northeastern contingent by a
score of 9-3.
The Eagles entered the scoring
column in the first when Ed
O'Neill came home on a single by
Mickey Amick. The Huskies answered the challenge in the last
of the second with a 360-foot
grand slam by first baseman Fred
Kos. This was the beginning of a
Husky rampage which the Eagles
just weren't able to match.
Northeastern scored two in the
fifth, two in the seventh, and one
in the eighth to add a little insurance to their lead.
The Huskies now are the sole
first place team in the Greater
Boston League, with a full game
edge over second place Boston
College.

BITS AND PIECES
The sailing team has done well so far this spring. Without
the disqualifications at Coast Guard last weekend they would
Anyone interested in
have won the regatta with no effort.
playing for the Tennis Club should come down to the courts
any Tuesday and Thursday at 7:30 in the MORNING the next
two weeks.
Those "soccer nuts" are at it for another week
with Monday, Wednesday and Friday practices still coming up.
Quote from B.C. sports release: "A battle for the offensive
quarterback position was reaching its climax this week with
John Blair, Joe DeVito, and Dave Thomas competing fiercely
for the starting berth." Changing "for" to "at" and dropping
the word position would make the whole sentence a little more
understandable. Would you believe Thomas at quarterback, Blair
at safety, and DiVito punting (again)?

.
..

..

.

Northeastern 9-BC 3

0
0
0 B.C.

0
Totals
6 1
32
1
Tufts
0 0 0 10 0 0 0 o?l
00100006 ??7
B.C.
E?Elias. Foley; LOB?Tufts 3.
B.C. 4: HR?McElaney; S?Elias.
0

Attention: Seniors Going To

f

0

0 1
0 0
0 0
2100
10

NU Hands BC
Initial Loss

Tennis got a start again this past weekend and it was quite
an encouraging one. The sport was dropped quite a few years
ago for lack of interest on the part of the students. The courts
behind the Student Activities Building fell into the background
and it wasn't until the new courts North of McHugh were finished
that tennis started to revive.
With the large number of students that were taking advantage of the new courts it was only natural that some of the
students would like to form a tennis team. When a group of
students met with many obstacles last spring, Bill Meakem inherited, indirectly, the job of keeping the small efforts made
last spring going.
Bill has done a fine job and the results are starting to come
in. Since there is no coach, the job of trying to determine who
plays and what opposition there is has been "driving Bill up
the wall."
Stonehill was the first of two regularly scheduled "varsity"
matches for the informal Club. They were a team undefeated
this season and extremely strong. But the fine play of John
Chanowski, Alex Walsh, and Jack Semar brought the Club a
respectable 4-5 loss that extended Stonehill more than at any
other time this season. The other regular varsity match is with
Holy Cross at Worcester on the 7th.
In addition, Bill has scheduled two "practice" or "scrimmage" matches. One is with Providence on May 10 and the other
is with Brandeis on May 11.
When talking to Bill, you will probably find that he doesn't
want to Claim any credit for the fine start that tennis has had
here as a new sport; but the credit goes to Bill and the other
members who are willing to get up at 7:30 in the morning to
guarantee that the courts will be free for practice.
Bill pointed out that there was a lot of combined effort last
weekend that helped to get the first match in the books. The
match was originally scheduled for Stonehill's courts, but when
the opportunity to re-surface the courts presented itself, Mr. Bill
Flynn permitted the Club to use the B.C. courts. Also, those
students who left the courts Saturday so that the two teams
could play deserve thanks. Finally, Fr. Edward Hanrahan and
the Saga people deserve thanks for providing dinner for the
Stonehill team after the match.
When the efforts are combined, the results will be better.
Eventually, we may have a program that will permit just about
every student to participate in some sport if he wishes.

Northeastern 9, B.C. 3

O'Neil. 3b

Anderson, ss
Amick, rf
Pritty. If
McElaney. cf
Foley, lb
Riley, 2b
Hockenbury, c
Marino, c
O'Brien, d

r

h bi

0
0
0
10

10
0 0
0 0

ab
5
5
3

4
3
4
3
4

2

2 1 0
0 0 02
0 2
12 0
0 10
0 0 0
0 2 1

10
0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
Plunkert. Dh
10 0 0
3 10 3
36
Totals
ab r h bi
Northeastern
5 0 0 0
Imbrerida. cf
0
Baldacci. 2b
5 0
4 3
Kos. lb
2 4
Paster, If
4
2 3 1
Pileski. If
0 0 0 0
Hurwitz, 3b
3
10
Dunohy. rf
4 0
Z
Powers, c
3
2
Bliss, or
0 0 0 0
Marino, c
0 0 0 0
Farrell. ss
2 10 0
McCarty. D
2 10 0
Field, d
2 0 0 0
34 9 10 8
Totals
B.C.
10 10 0 0 10 o?3
N.U.
0 4 0 0 2 0 2 1 ??9
E?Rlley, Kos 2, Paster, Farrell
2: DP?Northeastern2b?Prifty.
2: LOB?B.C.
15. Northeasterr* 9:
DunDhy, Paster, Kos: HR?Kos: sb?
Kos, Hurwitz.
Heights Photo by George Viens
Ip h rerbb so
O'Brien (L 3-1) 4 1/3 7 6 2 2 4 COMING RIGHT UP
is a fastball by Ed Foley, who is pictured in
Ford
12/300001
Kelleher
112 2 4 1 the process of pitching a 7-1 victory over Tufts last Friday.
lurley
12 110 1
Ford. D
Wilkins. oh

Kelleher, D
Curley, p

...
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Boston College Sailors
Seek NE Championship

By DAN CONNOLLY
For the first time in the memory of anyone on the Club, the B.C. Sailing
Club has qualified for the New England Dinghy Championships which will be
held May 7-8 at Edgewood, R. 1., sponsored by the University of Rhode Island.
Kevin Kilillea and Steve Hurley skippered the Eagles' two boats last Saturday at New London, Conn., where the Coast Guard sponsored the Dartmouth Bowl
Regatta. The Dartmouth Bowl was one of the three qualifying regattas raced to
determine the nine competing teams for the New England Championships.
In addition to the Eagles,
M.I.T. (considered one of the
best teams in the country) and
Vale qualified at Coast Guard
with 66 and 63 points, respectively, to the Eagles 61.
Qualifying at Tufts were Coast

.

Guard, Harvard and Brown. On
the Charles the teams making the
grade were U.R.1., Tufts, and

Boston U.
Kilillea sailed in the"A" Division with Dan Cronin as his crew
and finished with two firsts and
four seconds, but a disqualified

Kevin Kilillea

Providence Trip Scheduled
For Baseball Team Sunday
By REID OSLIN
Sports Editor
The Boston College 'baseball
team journeys to Providence,
Rhode Island Sunday to meet
their Providence College counterparts in a 2 p.m. game at Hend-

ricken Field.
Coach Eddie Pellagrini's Eagles
had a 6-1 record at press time,
while the Friars stood at 3-5.
As usual, Providence has a
good pitching staff, but lack prowess at the plate. The leading hitler on the Providence team is
second baseman Steve Seradank
with a .375 average, while first
sacker Jim Petterutti is second
at .357.
Other than these two, however,
Providence has no hitters over
the magic .300 mark.

followed by Ed O'Neill (.333)
Tom Anderson (.321) and Bill
Kitley (.308) in the statistics.
Outfielders Ed McElaney, Fred
Prifty and Mickey Amick have
been supplying the power for the

BC offense.
In the pitching department, the
Eagles have been getting top performances from Bill O'Brien (3-1)
and Ed Foley (2-0) as starters,
and Rick Hutchinson and Pete
Ford as relief men.
O'Brien has the low earnedrun average on the staff, a

second in the fourth race cost
Kilillea points as he finished with
32 for the six race program.
Hurley, in the "B" Division with
Dick Aiello as crew, had two
firsts a second, two thirds, and
a fourth; but again a disqualified
third place finish cost points. Hurley finished with 29 points for the
team's 61 point total.
The disqualifications cost the
team a total point difference of
thirteen that would have been sufficient to win the Dartmouth
Bowl.
The same two crews will participate in the New England
Championships in which the
Eagles, up until now not very
highly regarded, will stand as
darkhorses for the New England honors.

*

*

*

Steve Hurley returned from
Coast Guard Saturday to compete
in the Singlehanded Eliminations
at Tufts on Sunday afternoon. He

finished fourth in his six-man division, but was unable to score in
one of the races
a fact that
cost
a
place
him
second
finish
meager 1.02.
This year, the Friars have and Championship qualification.
beaten Fairfield (7-5), Seton Hall
* * *
(3-1) and Assumption (54). They
The freshmen sailors competed
have lost to Farleigh-Dickenson in a seven-way meet at Brown in
(2-1), Northeastern (10-2), Holy
which Pete Gingrass and Toddy
Cross (4-3), Rhode Island (4-0) Logue skippered the Eaglets to a
By comparison, BC's top and Boston University (4-1).
second place finish behind Brown.
sticker is senior Fran Riley,
Boston College has beaten They finished 2-4-4-4 in a seven
who was hitting a phenomenal Rhode Island, while bowing to boat fleet as Paul Tauquay and
.521 after seven games. He is Northeastern.
Bill Higgins crewed.
?

..

Sub Turri Photo by Jim Peters

THE BOUNDING MAIN
go BC sailors Emmet Logue, skipper,
left and crewman Peter Gateley, as they get in some practice on the
Charles River for the New England Dinghy championship competition
which is scheduled to get underway May 7 at Edgewood, R.I.
O'ER

BC Golfers Nip

BU
To Take GBL Laurels
For the second time, BC golfers
won the Greater Boston Intercollegiate Golf Championships Monday. In 36-hole, medalist competition over the Weston Golf Club,
the Eagles finished seven strokes
ahead of B.U.

Captain Jim Kehoe led the
consistent BC golfers with an
82-80?162 which was good for
second place behind Mcl Weinberger of B.U. Who was farand-away me best of me day
with a 73-74?147.
All of BC's five-man team for

Revived Tennis Club
Drops Opening Match
Stonehill's undefeated tennis 6-1, 7-5, in the only doubles victeam spoiled BC's opening tennis tory for BC.
match as the sport was revived at
The next match for the Tennis
BC last Saturday.
Club will be against Holy Cross
The Chieftains took a 5-4 deci- in Worcester, May 7.
sion on the BC courts when Bill Summary:
Singles: John Maloy. St., defeatWeldon and Manny Sumares dc
10-8, 6-4: John
ed Bill Meakem.
8.C., defeated Bill Welfeated Bill Meakem and John Chanowski.
don, 6-2,5-7,6-3: Manny Sumares, St.,
Chanowski 6-3 in the deciding set defeated Ken Sibelian, 6-4. 6-4.
Jack Semar, 8.C., defeated Paul
to take the last match, 6-4, 5-7, Ferreira, 6-4, 6-4: Alex Walsh, 8.C.,
defeated Don Uliano, 6-4, 6-2; Kevin
Dillon, St.. defeated Joe Harney,
6-3.
6-2. 6-4.
The teams split the six singles
Doubles: Weldon, Sumares defeatMeakem and Chanowski. 6-4. 5-7,
matches and the first two ed
6-3; Maloy and Ferreira defeated
Semar and Harney, 6-4. 6-1; Walsh
doubles matches to set the stage and Sibelian defeated Donahue and
Wall. 6-1. 7-5.
for the deciding match. Stonehill had won their previous two
matches by identical 8-1 scores
and the contest Saturday was
Dec. 1 *Quantico Marines
their closest thusfar.
Dec. 3 at U. Mass.
In the singles, John Chanowski
Dec. 7 at Fairfield
faced the longest 'battle as he deDec. 10 U. Connecticut
feated Stonehill's second man
Dec. 13 at Harvard
Weldon, 6-2, 5-7, 6-3. Jack Semar
Dec. 15 *U. of Prague
(6-4, 64 over Paul Ferrerira) and
(Czech National Team)
Alex Walsh (6-4, 6-2 over Don
Dec. 20-21 Boston Garden
Uliano) were the other Eagle winChristmas Tournament
ners.
(8.C., U.Mass., SyraBilly Meakem played the longcuse, Manhattan)
est set before losing to John MaDec. 29-30 Sugar Bowl
Heights Photo by George Viens
loy, 8-10 and then 4-6.
Classic (8.C., Bradley,
with a hammer throw by All-American John
AND AWAY WE GO
Walsh
teamed
with
Ken
SibelTennessee, L.S.U.).
Fiore in a recent track meet against Northeastern. Fiore won the hammer competition, and the Eagles won the meet.
ian to defeat Donahue and Wall,
Jan. 7 Navy

scoring purposes finished in the
top twelve places. Jim Sterns
(82-84?166) was fifth whileCharles
Sampson (82-87?169) was eighth.
Pete Sinnott (83-88?171) tied for
ninth as did Bill Kennedy (85-87?

for twelfth.
In a wide-open day, Tufts and
individual medalist champion last
year, Bill Carroll of Tufts, both
slipped in defending their titles to
172)

fourth place.

Play on the 144-par course was
hampered by the high jyinds and
Weinberger was the only golfer
who was even close to par with
his three-over performance.
Jim Kehoe has been leading the
Eagles all season long with his
fine performances as the Eagles
have kept their record clean in
two dual meets and the Greater
Boston Championships.
Greater Boston Golf:
Tod Twelve:
Mcl Weinberger, BU
James Kehoe, B.C.
Ben Goldman, BU
Bill Carroll, Tufts
Jim Sterns. B.C.
Bob Kidder, Harvard
Travis Gamble,
M.I.T.
Charles Sampson, B.C.
Brian McQuinn, Harvard
Peter Sinnott, B.C.
Jerry Sullivatn, NU
Bill Kennedy, B.C.'
Dave McMillan, M.I.T.
Gerry Banner, M.I.T.

73-74?147
82-80-162
85-79?164
81-84?165
82-84?166
82-86?168
78-90?168
82-87?169
86-85?171
83-88?171
84-87?171
85-87?172
84-88?172
79-93?172
90-86?176

other 8.C.:
21st, Mike Loughran
26th, Gil Pickett
93-87?180
TEAMS:
B.C.
879
840 Tufts
882
B.U.
847 M.I.T.
Harvard
870 Brandeis
892
Northeast.
879

1966-1967 Basketball Slate

..
.

.

Jan. 10 Northeastern
Jan. 12 Duquesne
Jan. 31 at Seton Hall
Feb. 4 Holy Cross
Feb. 8 at St. Joseph's
(Pa.)
Feb. 11 Fordham
Feb. 14 at U.R.I.
Feb. 18 Providence
Feb. 21 Boston U.
Feb. 24 at Georgetown
Feb. 28 Canisius
Mar. 4 at Holy Cross
*?do not count in NCAA
record.

